
Mitchell Legion Band Releases New CD Set

   “The dusty box of old MLB tapes and CDs had been sitting on my closet shelves
for years,” stated Clare French, current leader of the MLB. “Years of band memories,
and hours of listening! But why am I the only one able to enjoy these priceless
recordings? These thoughts sparked my imagination, and, thus, the idea of a
comprehensive overview of the highlights of past MLB performances was born.”
    After hours of listening and re-listening, choosing and rejecting, editing and re-
editing, our new 4 CD Set, “Through the Years”,  has finally come into fruition. And
what a stunning collection it is! Thanks to access to personal recordings of Stu Kelly
and Art Heimpel, plus those in my “dusty box”, the new CD set features numbers
performed in MLB concerts from 1973 (the last reunion concert of the old Brodhagen
Band on Pete Hinz’s lawn) to the 2008 Christmas concert, about 100 tracks in all.
     Many thanks to Ted Schinbein, who prepared the original tracks for the CD set,
and to Bob Kalmusky, of St. Marys, who cleaned up the tracks and prepared the final
master CDs for reproduction in Ted’s local studio.  MLB is also indebted to Emmy
Pol, who printed 400 attractive CD labels. 
    Included in the quality-boxed set is a booklet, prepared by Doug’s Printing,
Stratford)  containing a brief history of MLB, track notes for each of the 4 CDs, and
a comprehensive list of all members of MLB over the last five decades (thanks to the
collective input  of our veteran band members).
    A limited number of these CD sets are available for purchase by the MLB’s many
fans in the community, at a cost of $25 per set. If you would like to purchase a CD
set of “Through the Years”, please contact the writer at 348-9977. They are going
fast! 
       


